'Shattered #1'

Hello again, its that time of the month where with
the continued help of this wonderful publication we
are here to spread a bit of the creativity appearing
now routinely all around Penge and Anerley with
some 182 artworks currently up for the project. At
the time of writing this we have two new artworks
up in Penge since the start of 2022 for our still
flourishing SprayExhibition20 community Street Art
project and the one we are sharing here was
painted on New Years Day, marking a start to what
we plan to make a brilliant year for street art in
SE20.
The work in question is located in Southey Street at
the back of the run of walls belonging to Bella Luna
leading from the High Street and is by a local artist
we are sure you are all familiar with around SE20,
namely Aspire. This artist is responsible for all but a
few bird related artworks we have seen around us and he has also left a snow leopard and great white
shark over the last five years of him painting for our
project. For his freshest drop titled Shattered #1 we
were treated to a Robin singing behind some
shattered glass, offering a beautiful fractured view
of this soulful scene, in Aspire's distinct soft brand
of photo-realistic depictions of animals. Some of
you who are familiar with Aspire's output may have
noticed the pixels in his paintings, these represent
the fact that Aspire obtains his reference images
online and that once painted most people who see
the artwork will be done so digitally.

So treat yourselves and be someone who enjoyed
this wonderful work in person.
We would as always wish to say thank you to the
business owners for donating such an incredible
space. As well as a massive thank you to Aspire
for taking the time to visit us again and leaving
such an absolutely incredible artwork in the
process. As always if anyone wishes to
participate and support the project further by
offering up their public spaces, please email
callinglondoninfo@gmail.com
or
visit
www.pengestreetart.com where you can register
your interest in donating a public space for us to
paint and we will get back to you.
.

